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Introduction
In visiting and studying castles I have often
noted the prevalence of polygonal towers in
late English and Welsh medieval constructions.
The exception to this is in northern England
where rectangular towers seem to be the norm.
I have occasionally contemplated on this polygonal prevalence.
This paper is an attempt to give some structure
to this thinking and to prompt some feedback
from more informed colleagues. I outline what
I can find has been written on the subject, put
down some thoughts on reasons for particular
shapes, provide an “impressionist” analysis on
numbers, set out some speculative timelines
and draw some conclusions. I have used the
convention, in castle studies, of polygonal to
mean structures with more than four sides rather than the strict mathematical definition. Also
where I refer to the “late medieval” I define this
as the period from the end of the 13th century
to the early 16th century.
Commentators
There is much written in castle literature on
tower shape, particularly on the defensive superiority of circular towers to rectangular towers.
We can go back to Viollet-le-Duc who commented that the round shape “resisted the action of the sap and the blows of battering rams
better than square ones” in Medieval Military
Architecture, 1860 (p. 119). A more recent
author we can quote is Lise Hull who, in British
Medieval Castles, states that “round towers
were sturdier than their rectangular counterparts because they more effectively deflected
stone missiles and thwarted battering rams and
siege weapons”.
John Goodall, The English Castle, takes a more
aesthetic view. He believes that “some explanation” for the fashion for circular towers from
the start of the reign of King John is the “appeal
of the high Gothic” architectural form in contrast to the Romanesque form favoured by the
Normans (p. 292).

Whatever the explanation, there is a general
consensus that by the 13th century the standard
castle had round-based towers. John Kenyon,
Medieval Fortifications, 2008, concludes this
but goes on further to say, “it is the circular or
D-shaped tower which is the dominant form of
the 13th century although square, rectangular or
polygonal forms were used in later medieval
castles” (p. 72). Lise Hull highlights the latemedieval emergence of polygonal towers in her
subsequent Understanding Castle Ruins of England & Wales by stating “polygonal towers appear with increasing frequency late in the
history of medieval castles” and also comments
that they were “built more to impress than to
serve a strictly defensive purpose” (pp. 56, 72).
Overall, on tower shape in the 13th and 14th
century Cathcart King comments, The English
Castle in England & Wales: An Interpretative
History, that “towers were generally speaking
round - but at the end of the period polygonal
plans become fairly common particularly octagons and semi-octagons” and “during the 14th
and 15th centuries rectangular towers were to
recover much of their former popularity” (pp.
121-122). This emergence of the polygonal
tower is also mentioned by authors who have
written specifically on the late medieval period.
Anthony Emery (Greater Medieval Houses
Vol 2), whilst commenting on the 15th century
tower at Nottingham Castle, states that “the
multi-angular form (i.e. polygonal) was much
favoured in the 15th century” (p. 288).
M. W. Thompson also highlights this preference
but with an explanation in The Decline of the
Castle, where he states that “the preference for
polygonal shapes we have seen (in 15th century
castles) with the exception of Caister may have
arisen from the belief that inclined faces would
cause the enemy shot to ricochet off” (p. 86).
On rectangular towers we can note a perceptive
comment by Sidney Toy, The Castles of Great
Britain, that square towers were more convenient than other forms (p. 103). Others give a
view that in the North they were used because
that area was more conservative, for instance A
Hamilton Thompson in his seminal work Military Architecture in England during the Middle Ages suggests the origin of 14th and 15th
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century northern courtyard castles, such as
Bolton in Yorkshire, is the Norman rectangular
keep (p. 316).
This brief review of the literature does indicate
there are others, eminent in the field, who have
noted this rise in the use of polygonal towers.
Factors affecting tower shape
To try and understand this further I have then
considered what factors might influence a
builder or patron in deciding on the shape of a
tower. The following I see as relevant:● Defensive Qualities: You construct a tower in a certain way because you believe the
shape gives it defensive advantages. The stated superiority of round towers over square are
seen by many as explaining the dominance of
the circular tower form in the 13th and early
14th century. Viollet-le-Duc (p. 121) has gone
further to suggest beaked towers like the Narbonne Gate at Carcassonne, are superior to
round towers. More recently James Petre, Crusader Castles of Cyprus, (p. 340) has highlighted the Byzantine use of what he calls “cut
water towers” i.e. half a hexagon, which I
would refer to as stylistically hexagonal; this
being recommended as a superior form of defence by Byzantine writers. Many might see
the decline in the numbers of circular towers as
reflecting a decline in the military aspects of
castles in the late medieval period.
● Residential Qualities: There is a consensus
that rectangular towers are superior for residential purposes. A good example would be
Rochester in Kent where Edward III replaced
the dilapidated living quarters in the bailey
with two rectangular residential mural towers
in the 1340s (fig. 6). This superiority clearly
helps to explain the continued use of rectangular towers throughout the medieval period.
● Ease of Building: I have spoken to senior
professionals in large building companies who
confirm my view that rectangular towers are
quicker and easier to build than round or polygonal towers. This helps to explain the continued
use of this form, especially in the lower status
buildings. Also in times of stress, rectangular
towers might have been built because of the
need for urgency. Does this help to explain the

emergence of the rectangular tower as the dominant form in the north of England? Was this a
reflection of the sudden need to build towers
because of Scottish raiding? The form being
used was that which could be built quickest.
● Site Issues: The site may dictate what could
be built; for example, it is commonly assumed
and probably correctly that motte tops are
more suited to round or polygonal shapes than
rectangular.
● Building Materials: The number of round
church towers in East Anglia is often explained
by the absence of good stone for corner quoins in
the region. Does this also explain the usage of
round towers in the area going back to New
Buckenham in Norfolk in the 12th century to
15th century examples such as Caister in Norfolk?
● Aesthetic Qualities: You build in a certain
manner because it is pleasing to you or you
think it will be to others. Lise Hull’s explanation of the polygonal form emphasises this
argument. It is possible certain architects may
have favoured certain shapes as being more
aesthetic and we are aware that in the late
medieval period there are some architects, such
as Henry Yevele and John Lewyn, who could
have been very single minded in their designs
of buildings. At a particular site a tower form
may be used because it matches previous work.
I do wonder if the polygonal nature of the great
tower at Warkworth in Northumberland is
partly to match the polygonal 13th-century
towers in the rest of the castle (fig. 3).
● Fashion: You adopt a style which you believe is up-to-date and popular. Perhaps you
feel it enables you to feel part of a grouping of
people who build in a certain style. For instance, a style of building might be adopted by
those at court which is then applied by others
down the social scale who upwardly aspire or
you might build like your neighbours have just
done to show you remain on the same standing.
The article by John Wiles in the Castle Studies
Group Journal 27, (2013/14) on the round
towers of Pembrokeshire, adopting the style of
the earl, I would suggest espouses such an
argument. Might the absence of polygonal
towers in the North in the first part of the 15th
century relate to the fall of the House of Percy
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who had used such towers in the previous
century? The hypothesis, I will argue, is that
the circular tower was the fashionable style in
the 13th century but by the 15th century it was
the polygonal form. This is with the exception
of the North where the fashion from the 14th
century was rectangular.
● Symbolic Reasons: I am aware in the late
16th century that the shape of certain buildings
was influenced by the desire to express religious ideas, examples are Rushton Triangular
Lodge and Lyveden New Bield, both in Northamptonshire, whose design reflected Roman
Catholic belief in the Holy Trinity. It is possible
such influences also were prevalent in the medieval period. A theory for the unique style of
Castel Del Monte in Italy, which is a series of
octagons, is that the octagon demonstrates an
intermediate symbol between a square (representing the earth) and a circle (representing the
sky). It was constructed in the 1240s and possibly influenced by the Dome of the Rock in
Jerusalem and the Palace Chapel of Aachen
Cathedral in Germany.
In England and Wales it is now widely regarded that aspects of castle design were influenced by a desire to demonstrate continuity
with a Roman past, for instance, as highlighted
at Caernarfon in Gwynedd, Colchester in Essex and Dover in Kent by Abigail Wheatley in
her chapter on “Caernarfon Castle and its Mythology” in The Impact of the Edwardian Castle in Wales (p. 133). A number of English and
Welsh Castles from the late 13th century have
distinct geometric shapes such as Holt in Denbighshire which is a pentagon. Did these castles influence later towers? I should stress
however that I am unaware of hard evidence of
such influence on tower shape.
Clearly in constructing any tower a range of
factors would probably be considered. However, I feel the consideration needs to go deeper,
for instance, are there real geographical variations, does shape propensity vary by type of
tower, and are there changing patterns over
time. I feel further analysis is required.
Analysis
I am an Accountant by profession so I decided
I needed to see some numbers. I therefore

decided to note, where there was evidence of
the stylistic shape and date of all castle towers
built in the late medieval period, based on
standing remains, archaeology and documentary evidence. I initially decided on three 50 year
periods from 1350 to 1500.
I straight away ran into difficulties - what is a
castle? Why 1500? I also considered the fact
that my analysis would exclude the most famous polygonal towered castle in Britain,
Caernarfon, and its potential impact.
I next decided to reset my analysis to cover the
period from 1290 to 1530 and my initial work
covered this period. However on review of my
initial drafts, I was persuaded by Neil Guy and
Peter Purton, to ensure completeness and as a
control to include in my analysis the early
medieval period. I therefore start at 1060 with
the eve of the Norman Conquest and end in
1530 with the break from Rome. I then carved
the resulting 470 year period up into seven
manageable chunks as follows:● 1060 Norman conquest, building of first
stone castles, Romanesque architecture, first
crusades
● 1150 Henry II and the Angevin Empire,
emergence of Gothic architecture, Chateau
Gaillard built
● 1220 Loss of Normandy, Magna Carta, accession of Henry III, response to great sieges
of Dover, Rochester
● 1290: Culmination of Welsh castle building,
start of eventually disastrous Scottish wars
● 1350: Triumph of Edward III in France,
Black Death, economic depression and slow
decline to Lancastrian usurpation, emergence
of the Perpendicular Gothic style
● 1410: Accession of Henry V and Lancastrian Triumph in France, and slow decline to
Wars of the Roses
● 1470: Victory of Edward IV at Barnet &
Tewkesbury, Yorkist Settlement and the Early
Tudor Period
● 1530: Break with Rome and Dissolution of
the Monasteries, end of the Perpendicular
Gothic style
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The periods are not
Stylistic shape I
All towers built 1060 - 1530 in England & Wales
of equal length with
have divided into
1060- 1150- 1220- 1290- 1350- 1410- 147090 years for the 1st
circular, rectan1150
1220
1290
1350
1410
1470
1530
period and 60 years
gular and polyg132
315
556
401
317
201
265
for the final four. I
onal.
To
Polygonal towers: built by period & percentage
rationalise this by
determine
the
trying to use signifi7
15
34
55
45
79
125
style I have concant historic events
sidered the most
5.3
4.76 6.12 13.72 14.2 39.3 47.2
for broadly the startforward facing
Table 1
ing and ending of
feature of the
periods, the poorer
tower from an exterior view of the overall
dating of building works in the earlier years
structure, with the rationale that this is the most
and my personal interest being more on the
distinguishing feature. This would mean a
latter period.
gatehouse, like that of Donnington in Oxfordshire with a square block and rounded turrets
I also decided to drop the exclusive castle
to the front, I would treat as stylistically circuapproach and to adopt, like Anthony Emery
lar and a great tower, such as Tattershall in
and John Goodall in their books, a wide net to
Lincolnshire with a rectangular block but pocover all towers built in the period with the
lygonal corner turrets, as stylistically polygoexception of church, collegiate, town & city
nal. A tower such as the D-shaped Marten’s
wall and wooden towers. This enables me to
Tower at Chepstow in Gwent would be circular
avoid the issue about how defensive a structure
and Edward II’s great tower at Knaresborough
was and whether it was enough to make it a
in Yorkshire as polygonal.
“castle”. I looked at all building work and not
just at newly established sites, so for instance
I further refined the analysis to split the stylisthe Treasurer’s Tower at Dover Castle recontically polygonal into octagonal, hexagonal
structed by Edward IV is included. My coverand other polygonal. Again I use the forward
age is therefore wide, including abbey
facing feature rationale for the analysis, so for
gatehouses, so called pele towers, bishops palinstance the Knaresborough Great Tower,
aces and harbour towers. To military architecwhich is effectively half an octagon, is classiture “buffs” it does include some buildings like
fied as octagonal. Finally there is a geographithe Layer Marney gatehouse in Essex which at
cal split between, East Anglia, Midlands & the
no stretch of the imagination could be deMarches, North, South East, South West and
scribed as fortified.
Wales. See Appendix 1 for the counties in
Overall numbers per period are as Table 1. This
each area.
does show the expected peak in the 13th centuMy sources for sites, dating and style have
ry / early 14th century but also still demonbeen varied. In the years after 1290 it was
strating active building of towers in the final
initially the three volumes of Emery. In the
periods. The increasing percentage of polygoearlier years, and to ensure completeness of
nal towers can be noted.
coverage, the castle handbooks of Mike Salter
To provide further analysis I split the tower
were used, and for final checking John
types into great towers, sole towers (with or
Goodall’s The English Castle. I then referred
without adjacent other buildings e.g. northern
to other sources using especially the Gatehouse
tower houses and solar towers), mural & secwebsite to follow up issues I could not conondary towers (in a larger towered structure)
clude upon. This does mean I have underestiand gatehouses. A few pedantic souls will
mated the number of sole towers in the North
highlight some of the towers included under
but, as I expect these would have been nearly
mural and secondary towers are internal court100% rectangular, I do not think it would make
yard towers, such as the Spy Tower at Warany difference to my consequent conclusions.
wick. I have included these within this group
Overall I probably feel that the post 1290 analto ensure they are taken into account, as in size
ysis is more comprehensive. Additionally,
they tend to be most similar.
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overall what I have recorded is just a sample of
what originally existed in the medieval period.
Key buildings have totally disappeared such as
Latham House in Lancashire built by the earl
of Derby in the 1490s for which I have found
no evidence as to the shape of its 11 towers and
great tower. A sad loss!
As you can imagine I got into some significant
definitional and dating difficulties, for instance, using my methodology, what actually
is the stylistic shape of the Orford great tower
in Suffolk? Medieval builders were not building to fit my neat definitions but actually exploited complex geometric forms. Many
towers like the Herstmonceux gatehouse in
Sussex combine shapes, here octagonal and
round. Bartizans and stair turrets might be of a
different shape to their supporting towers. A
good example is Bodiam in Sussex which has
round and square mural towers topped by octagonal stair turrets (fig. 9).
My analysis would also often group together very
different buildings just because of their stylistic
shape. The massive mural tower of the Caesar’s
Tower at Warwick is included in the same grouping as the small D-shaped tower added to the
manor house of Aydon in Northumberland.
Shell-keeps I have generally treated as one tower;
many of the early recorded circular and polygonal great towers I have recorded are such.
The resulting analysis takes into account over
2000 towers, from the 700 plus sites, At Appendix 3, for brevity, is a list of just the sites
where I have noted there are polygonal towers.
The full analysis on a very large spreadsheet is
available by request via email as Appendix 4.
I am sure many can highlight points where they
think I am wrong on dating or style and I think
my analysis can therefore be best described as
impressionist rather than accurate. Nevertheless I think there are some interesting results
which would indicate a need for further study.
Results
Firstly of the 360 polygonal towers I have
recorded, stylistically they are mainly octagonal, approximately 80%. Nearly 10% are hexagonal of which the largest numbers are post1350 including important sites such as Raglan
in Gwent and Berry Pomeroy in Devon. The

Chart 1
other polygonal category, which as well as
including towers like the 11 sided Guy’s Tower at Warwick also includes towers which are
evidenced as polygonal but the exact number
of angles is unknown. This grouping is therefore probably overstated and the number of
octagonal towers understated (Chart 1)
The story of mural towers is, as expected,
effectively just rectangular towers up to 1150
then an increase in circular towers to their dominance in the 13th and early 14th century. In the
14th century there is a return to using rectangular towers as the most frequently used style,
probably reflecting residential usage. The polygonal tower is a rarity up to the 14th century
and becomes the most common form in the 15th
century, with the rectangular tower as the main
alternative (Chart 2). For gatehouses, there is a
similar pattern but with less of a discernible
trend for the stylistically rectangular (Chart 3).
The results for sole towers I thought would not
be worth graphing as they are nearly all rectangular. Additionally, caution should be noted
due to the very small numbers I have recorded
as such, pre-1290, just 27. This means that
errors or omissions could have a significant
impact on the figures Nevertheless I would
highlight the small number of stylistically circular towers in the 13th century, for example
the Ypres Tower at Rye in Sussex. There are
also a growing number of non-rectangular towers in the later period with solar towers such as
Gainsborough in Lincolnshire and coastal defences such as Camber in Sussex (Chart 4).
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Chart 3

Chart 4

Chart 5
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Great towers, have similar problems on small
numbers. I record just 48 after 1290 (Chart 5).
The results for the early medieval period are to
be expected with initially a dominance of rectangular towers and then a shift to the circular
form in the 13th century. The early polygonal
great towers in the pre-1150 period are all
shell-keeps. This was probably as a result of
structural necessity being on the edges manmade motte tops rather than an an issue of
fashion. Post 1290, despite my reservations on
the small sample size, I believe there is a shift
towards the polygonal style with the circular
great tower becoming extinct in the 15th century, the sole exception being Caister. The other
great towers do reflect a multitude of styles
with unique structures such as at Wardour in
Wiltshire, Warkworth and Raglan in Gwent.
The only common model which develops is
what I would call the Tattershall style, the
rectangular block with polygonal turrets as
repeated at Buckden in Cambridgeshire, Esher
in Surrey and Warwick.
Behind the figures, and not just for polygonal
towers, there are some interesting geographic
features, particularly in the North during the
14th and 15th centuries. I would highlight the
following:The North
● Rectangular towers in the late medieval period are absolutely dominant, for instance with
over 85% of all mural towers and gatehouses
built within the region from 1350 to 1410
being rectangular. Add to this the rectangular
sole towers being constructed, the North was
clearly then a land of such towers.
● Pre 1290, this is not the case as during the
period 1150 to 1220 50% of mural towers are
round such as at Bamburgh in Northumberland
and Hemsley and Conisbrough in Yorkshire. In
the period 1220 to 1290 less than 12% of mural
towers are rectangular. There is however a
continued building of rectangular great towers
in the North with 15 after 1150.
● In the early 14th century, northern castles
such as Skipton in Yorkshire and Alnwick in
Northumberland, had a number of circular
towers built but after the early 14th century that
declined to virtually nothing. The only record

I can find for the 15th century of a circular
tower being built in the north is at Liverpool
which no longer exists and is on the edge of the
geographical area. In the early 16th century
Skipton has an outer ward built with circular
turrets which I would propose was done for
aesthetic reasons to match the round towers of
the Inner Ward.
● There is a similar, if not such an extreme,
story for northern polygonal towers. In the
early periods they are built as great towers at
Mitford in Northumberland and Tickhill in
Yorkshire and as mural towers at Warkworth
and possibly at Barnard Castle in Durham. At
the end of the 13th century there is the major
rebuilding of Berwick which may have influenced subsequent polygonal building at Bothal
and Alnwick, all in Northumberland. There is
also the major great tower at Knaresborough in
Yorkshire. After that they are a rarity but do
occur at, for instance, the Warkworth great
tower and the Lancaster gatehouse.
● They come back more significantly in
southern Yorkshire in the late 15th century at
sites such as Sandal and Temple Hirst, which I
speculate to be a reflection of southern influences there. Additionally, they are present on
the Scottish Border in the early 16th century at
strongholds such as Norham, Harbottle, Wark
and Scaleby. These border forts include hexagonal mural towers and their purpose seems to
be purely defensive, their use possibly reflecting the Tudor employment of non-northern
officials on the border.
The Midlands and the Marches
In the period 1150 to 1290 this area accounts
for over 28% of all rectangular great towers
built nationwide. Many are quite small along
the Welsh Marches.
There is a distinct cluster of polygonal towers in Staffordshire in the early 14th century
at for instance Lichfield and Kingsbury. This
is highlighted by Goodall (page 261) who
attributes it to the influence of late 13th
century work at Eccleshall, although I believe Caverswall is more likely (fig. 8). This
could be the influence for the later polygonal
towers at Stafford and at Maxstoke in Warwickshire (fig. 9).
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East Anglia
● There remains a continued application of
circular towers in East Anglia into the 15th
century seen notably at Caister, Claxton, Baconsthorpe and Shelton, all in Norfolk. These
towers amount to over 40% of all such stylistic
towers built nationwide in the periods after
1410. Does this reflect some East Anglian
tradition of building circular towers as evidenced in its well-known tradition of building
round church towers?
Wales
● The main point I noted was the extent of
building in the 13th century. During the period
1220-1290 Wales accounts for nearly 50% of
all towers built. These are predominately all
circular. In this period I record, nationally, 39
round great towers built, of which 22 are in
Wales, 56%.
● However after 1350 there is a paucity of
building. This is despite major works at Raglan, Cardiff and Newport in the 15th century
which have significant polygonal features.
● There does seem to be some evidence for a
Caernarfon effect in Wales in the immediate
years afterwards at, for instance, Denbigh in
Denbighshire, Carreg Cennan in Carmarthenshire, Ewenny Priory in Glamorgan,
Llawhaden in Pembrokeshire and Newcastle
Emlyn in Carmarthenshire. The area accounts
for nearly 36% of all such mural towers built in
the 1290 -1350 period.
South East
● The region shows early signs of the shift
from rectangular towers. This includes a
number of stylistically circular mural towers
and gatehouses, built before 1220 at Dover in
Kent and at the Tower of London. For great
towers by this period rectangular towers were
only about a third of those built in the region.
● It also shows the most marked upward trend
in the building of stylistically polygonal towers. There are a few before the 14th century at
Chilham, in Kent (fig. 1), Odiham in Hampshire and Lewes in Sussex. They are still a
rarity in the early 14th century with just a few
ecclesiastical builders. This changes in the
15th century so that for the period 1470 to

1530, the area accounts for nearly 50% of all
polygonal mural and gatehouses being built
nationwide. All great towers in this period for
the area adopt such a style.
● The south continues to be an area of sustained building into the early 16th century, in
comparison to other regions such as Wales.
The palace building of the early Tudor monarchs is concentrated in this area.
South West
● Numbers in the South West are small but the
towers recorded do seem to suggest an early
move from rectangular to round towers, such
as the mural towers at Corfe in Dorset.
● There is less evidence of a trend to polygonal towers in the late medieval period despite
the Wardour great tower, the Berry Pomeroy
gatehouse and Thornbury in Gloucestershire.
Speculative timeline
Turning now specifically to polygonal towers,
using my analysis and other references, I
would set out the following:
The first polygonal towers built in Britain were
by the Romans. There are standing remains at
Dover with the Pharos, the Multiangular Tower at York and on the city walls at Caerwent in
Glamorgan. However according to Abigail
Wheatley they were “not as common as orthogonal or rounded ones” (p. 134, The Impact
of the Edwardian Castle in Wales). This does
imply, which I concur with, that their latter
influence is limited but should not be dismissed.
I am unaware of any towers in the Anglo-Saxon period which were polygonal. The Normans
initially built in stone just using the rectangular
form. The only exception could be at Ludlow
in Shropshire, in the 1080s, where there are
two towers normally described as rectangular
but with chamfered corners to the field which
I have classified as polygonal. The chamfered
corners could be a later alteration. After Ludlow the first polygonal towers I have recorded
are shell-keeps in the early 12th century, Carisbrooke on the Isle of Wight in the 1130s,
Lincoln in the 1140-50s and Rockingham in
Northamptonshire dated 1087 to 1136. Those
at Cardiff and Brecon in Wales are probably
mid 12th century.
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ABOVE: Fig. 1. Chilham Castle, Kent. The polygonal great tower built by Henry II c. 1170.

Engraving from ‘Grose’s Antiquities of England and Wales’, Vol. III, opp. p.20. dated 1773, Sparrow.
BELOW: Fig. 2. The Bell Tower, Tower of London. Polygonal defensive tower c. 1190s.
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We have to wait until the reign of Henry II to
note the first full polygonal towers. These are
in the 1170s with the great towers of Chilham
(1171-4), Orford (1173) and Tickhill (1178-9).
Also the mural Avranches Tower at Dover
dated 1160s-89. Additionally there is one corner turret of the Newcastle great tower which
is polygonal and dated 1168-1178. In early
castle studies these were often referred to as
transitional, between the rectangular and circular styles. More recent studies have highlighted
that building circular towers predates them and
personally I see them as more experimental
and aesthetic in nature. They are all distinguishable as royal projects.
The Crown continued to use the form but
sparingly, usually in combination with other
forms such as the Butavent Tower at Corfe.
John Goodall has highlighted how King John
would use a polygonal mural tower to signify
where his royal bedchamber was situated, as
at Scarborough - The English Castle (p. 158),
where all the other towers are circular. This
implies an aesthetic importance assigned to
the shape. The Bell Tower at the Tower of
London from the 1180-90s (fig. 2) may have
had a similar role as highlighted by Jeremy
Ashbee in the chapter ‘The structure and
Function of the White Tower 1150-1485’,
The White Tower (p. 143).
Ignoring shell-keeps the first baronial polygonal great tower is at Richard’s Castle in Herefordshire dated to the 1180s. A more
interesting development was at baronial Warkworth (fig. 3) in the early 13th century which
might have been the first castle completely
built with a curtain of polygonal towers.
Throughout the 13th century polygonal towers
continue to be built, both baronial and royal,
but they are exceptions to the standard circular
style. Ecclesiastical Carverswall is another castle with just polygonal towers (c. 1280s) but it
is a middling site (fig. 8). At Caerphilly the
building of the dam wall c. 1280-90 contains a
number of polygonal towers but the majority of
the castle and the inner core use circular towers
(fig. 4). Henry III uses polygonal mural towers
at the important new castle of Dyserth in Denbighshire (1240s), which may have had some
influence on his son’s castle of Caernarfon.

It is the building of Caernarfon Castle (fig. 5),
commenced in the mid-1280s and significantly
complete by the 1290s, where we see a further
step change with a major royal castle being
built entirely with polygonal towers. It is clearly built to impress and inspire awe. The castle
is one of the first order which merits its position as one of the great castles of the world. It
has many distinctive features such as the banded masonry, the scale of its defences, the impressive gatehouses but the polygonal shape of
its towers, I would argue, is the most striking.
However I believe it had limited national impact on the shape of other towers, where circular towers continued to be the dominant form.
This might be because polygonal towers were
only one form of tower used in North Wales
and probably most relevant because Caernarfon was geographically remote. It was probably rarely visited by non-local aristocracy.
There is some evidence that some castles in
Wales were influenced such as Denbigh and
possibly the cluster of polygonal towers in
Staffordshire, not far from North Wales.
In the early 14th century the Crown does
continue to use the form at Berwick and
Knaresborough but, outside its use by some
ecclesiastical builders, it is rarely adopted.
This might be a reflection of the animosity
between the Crown and leading magnates in
the reign of Edward II.
There is a change with the accession of Edward
III and the fall of Mortimer. Edward and his
court would adopt the style with gusto, Edward
himself at Windsor 1350s, the earl of Huntingdon at Maxstoke 1340s, the earl of Stafford at
Stafford 1350s, the earl of Warwick at Warwick 1360s, the earl of Suffolk at Wingfield in
Suffolk, 1370s, the earl of Northumberland at
Alnwick 1350s and at Warkworth 1390s, the
Duke of Lancaster at Kenilworth in Warwickshire 1380s and Lord Lovell at Old Wardour
1390s. Overall numbers of polygonal towers
are not large, in comparison to other forms, but
it is very much “see the quality”.
Both Goodall and Emery highlight the importance of these sites in developing a late medieval style for secular architecture, “the
redevelopment at Windsor reverberated for
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ABOVE: Fig. 3. Warkworth Castle. The semi-octagonal fronted gatehouse c. 1200-10.
BELOW: Fig. 4. Caerphilly Castle. The north dam front. c. 1280-90.
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Fig. 5. ‘Caernarvon Castle’, The octagonal Eagle Tower. Alex(ander) Hogg, Eastgate sculp.
c. 1784 (detail).
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decades” (Emery). Windsor, unlike Caernarfon, was a common location of the court splendidly built and the other castles were centres of
power in their immediate areas. I would therefore, following Goodall and Emery, suggest this
had a top down impact on those in the lower
aristocracy and gentry with regard to their architectural style including that of tower shape. It
can be noted that after the battles of Crecy 1346,
Poitiers 1356 and the Treaty of Bretigny, the
Crown was ascendant with the associated development of English nationalism.
This does seem to have some link to the emergence of Perpendicular Gothic. The style began to emerge from 1350 and lasted until about
1520. A good narrative description can be
found in the book by John Harvey, The Perpendicular Style. Simply, the style aspires to
linear clarity and the application of systems of
proportion with the straight line becoming the
rule. The spread of the style is normally assigned to the patronage of the King and the
trend in architecture towards the modern system of more designs produced by fewer people. The official royal architects, Henry Yevele
and William Wynford were, according to Harvey, dominant on the scene (pp. 97-99). William Wynford was involved at both Windsor
and Wardour. However, we should note many
castles and houses with Perpendicular features
do not have polygonal towers!
Another explanation for the move away from
circular towers to polygonal and square is the
Black Death which raged through England and
Wales in the 1350s. The loss of skilled manpower could have necessitated a need to build
in a more economic style. However Harvey
rejects this as an explanation of the move to
Perpendicular Gothic quoting examples before
the Black Death (p. 17). The same is true of the
shift in tower form with examples predating
the plague such as Maxstoke for polygonal
towers (fig. 9) and Pickering Castle in Yorkshire for rectangular, c. 1326 (fig. 6). However
we should not fully reject that this economic
driver might have been a contributing factor to
the shift nor that it might have enabled a new
generation of architects to emerge who might
have been more willing to adopt new styles, as
highlighted by Harvey (p. 44).

The accession of the Lancastrian Kings in 1399
did not change this fascination with the polygonal form as shown at Lancaster and probably
more importantly at the now lost Sheen in Surrey. The leading magnates continue to use the
form as at Fotheringhay in Northamptonshire by
the Duke of York and at Cardiff by the earl of
Warwick. Self-made men marking their newly
gained status with castles, apply the style like
Lord Cromwell at Tattershall and Sir John
Cornwall at Ampthill in Bedfordshire. Harvey
highlights that in the 15th century there were
many leading magnates willing to express their
wealth through building projects (pp. 160, 161).
The exception to the polygonal style is the
North, where the rectangular tower would dominate from the early 14th century. I speculate
whether this might partly reflect the impact of
the Scottish Wars of Independence. The northern counties, before the wars, had few fortifications but with the disastrous change of
circumstances in 1314 there was a need for
extensive, cheap and swiftly built fortifications
to defend even modest manor houses. The most
effective form to use was therefore rectangular.
Did this then permeate northern society for the
rest of the medieval period? Emerging new
families of the late 14th century, such as the
Nevilles and the Lumleys, even when they were
promoted to the aristocracy, continued to use
the form. However such bottom up emulation
appears unlikely although there is an absence of
a good alternative explanation. I do not accept
the view of the conservative, backward north,
espoused by some. The palace castles of the
northern aristocracy such as at Raby in Durham,
Sherriff Hutton in Yorkshire and Lumley in
Durham, built by these families, match and even
surpass that of the south. The form of the rectangular tower is just one part of a troupe of effects,
including extensive carved stone heraldry, finials, stone defenders and turrets.
In the rest of the country the mid-15th century
malaise with the emergence of the Yorkist
faction does not see some alternative competing fashion to the polygonal style emerging. The
Yorkist kings would similarly use the polygonal
form for instance at Nottingham, as would their
supporter Lord Hastings for the Kirby Muxloe
gatehouse in Leicestershire. By this time the
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ABOVE: Fig. 6. Pickering Castle. Diate Hill Tower. One of three residential rectangular mural
towers built by Edward II c. 1326.
BELOW: Fig. 7. Rochester Castle. One of two residential rectangular towers built by Edward III

along the eastern curtain of the outer bailey, c. 1360s.
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form is used extensively by the gentry, a good
example being Nether Hall in Essex built by a
Yorkist supporter. It is possible that some, such
as the Herberts at Raglan, adapted the style to
make it more defensive against artillery by using the hexagonal wedge shape rather than the
octagonal form. A key architect in this period
was John Cowper who worked at a number of
sites including Kirby Muxloe, Esher, perhaps
Farnham in Surrey and the Church Tower at
Tattershall. (Harvey. p. 207).
There is no change with the early Tudor period; Henry VII used the style at Greenwich and
Richmond (Sheen renamed). Young Henry had
spent much of his early life at the great polygonal-built castle of Raglan. This would continue with his son Henry VIII. The style was used
by his leading magnates such as the Duke of
Buckingham at Thornbury (fig. 11) in the
1520s and of course Cardinal Wolsey at
Hampton Court in Middlesex.
Beyond my end date of 1530, Henry VIII would
continue to use polygonal towers at, for instance, Nonsuch Palace. Surrey and his later
courtiers such as Richard Riche at Leez Priory
and Thomas Wriothesley at Titchfield Abbey.
However, certainly for the royal palaces built
after this date, these structures no longer had
medieval features such as great towers, great
halls, chapels and moats as can be discerned
from Simon Thurley’s Royal Palaces of Tudor
England (pp. 53, 65, 197).
Further Study
As well as continuing to refine and improve my
analysis I have considered further potential aspects of study. I do think in hindsight it was a
mistake not to include town and city walls in the
review. There is clearly a similarity of function
with many of the sole towers such as the Cow
Tower in Norwich. In Northumberland I am
aware that the Hotspur Gate at Alnwick built by
the Percy family in the mid 15th century has
polygonal turrets. There is also the impressive
polygonal Goblin Tower at Denbigh.
Moreover, the analysis could be extended to
parts of Ireland and France where English
rule/influence was prevalent; I am aware of
Irish Castles with polygonal towers such as
Green Castle in Donegal and Balintubber in

Roscommon. Both were probably built in the
early 14th century and are thought to have
been influenced by Caernarfon.
International comparisons could be made,
particularly for the late medieval period. Over
the past 50 years or so I have looked at many
castles outside England and Wales both in
person and in the literature and my anecdotal
conclusion would be that whilst circular and
rectangular based towers are common in the
14th to early 16th century, polygonal structures are comparatively rare. An exception is
15th century Coca in central Spain. There are
also a number of early 16th century hexagonal prow-shaped towers in Italy which appear
to be early experiments at meeting canon fire
such as at the castles of Aquila and Civita
Castellana. For a few of my thoughts on
international comparisons see Appendix 2.
The interior shape of towers could be considered. Most towers, I believe, would have the
same interior shape as their exterior but not all.
Guy’s Tower at Warwick is rectangular but the
exterior is polygonal. Are there any patterns
within these combinations of interior and exterior shapes? Goodall (p. 292) highlights a
number of round towers with polygonal interiors in Eastern England. The art of the period
could be reviewed. I noted in the V & A, the
late 14th-century Sutton Valence Triptych
which has carvings of polygonal towers.
Conclusions
In medieval England and Wales, like much of
Europe, the circular tower was the dominant
form used in secular high-status architecture by
the end of the 13th century. This emerged following a transition from a norm of rectangular
towers. The circular dominance continued into
the 14th century, despite some use by the
Crown of polygonal towers, at, for instance,
Caernarfon and Knaresborough castles.
There is then, from the mid-14th century, but
especially in the 15th and 16th century, a preference for using polygonal and rectangular
towers. We can speculate that the polygonal
forms were reserved for the more prestigious
features such as great towers, corner towers
and main gatehouses with the square form
often used for residential features or more
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ABOVE: Fig. 8. Caverswall Castle. Polygonal curtain wall towers c. 1280s. From an 1845
Lithoprint, and sketched by H. Walton. View from the south.
BELOW: Fig. 9. Maxstoke Castle, Warwickshire. The SE polygonal corner tower, originally part

of the south range c. 1350.
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Fig. 10. Bodiam Castle, Sussex. c. 1385. A combination of square, round and polygonal forms.
functional buildings (for example at Rochester in
the 1360s) (fig. 7). At Thornbury the inner court
of the Duke of Buckingham is mainly polygonal
but the outer base court including the retainers’
lodgings is mainly rectangular (fig. 11).
I do not accept that these polygonal towers
were built as a defensive experiment against
cannon. The only exception to this may be the
hexagonal based towers at, for instance, Raglan, Berry Pomeroy and Norham producing a
sort of point/wedge to the field. Are these a
forerunner of the angled bastion of the
16th/17th century? Andrew Saunders in his
article ‘Norham Castle and Early Artillery Defences, (Fort, Vol. 25, 1997) highlights the
shape and the considerable forward projection
of the Norham towers, and that of the similar
Byward barbican at the Tower of London,
referring to the concept as an “embryo” but not
a true prototype of the angled bastion.
Other defensive towers are normally circular
such as at Dartmouth in Devon, Camber in

Sussex and the Cow Tower at Norwich. This is
also possibly true of the lost towers at Southampton and Queenborough. Structures like
Dartmouth reflect the style of the future Henrician forts such as at Deal and Walmer in Kent.
However, most towers in the late-medieval
period were probably built not primarily for
defensive considerations but to add status and
improved accommodation.
I conclude that the adoption of this polygonal
style must be seen as some form of ‘English
style’ as distinct from other countries. Is this a
reflection of the English Gothic Perpendicular
architectural style? This has an emphasis on
vertical lines as do, it could be argued, the
angles of a polygonal tower. The hexagonal
and octagonal shape is much used in the style
e.g. the octagonal lanterns at Ely and Boston.
Harvey, commenting on church towers, highlighted that “a visual development - is the
turret more or less polygonal” (p. 228). However there is a danger in getting too carried
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away with Perpendicular Gothic being the explanation for polygonal towers. Henry Yevele,
the great Perpendicular architect, built or was
involved in a number of castles where the style
is predominately circular such as at Queenborough (1360-1368) and Bodiam (1385). These
still demonstrate a perpendicular style with
striking vertical features, for instance, at Bodiam
by the use of round corner towers, square intervening towers and octagonal turrets (fig. 10),
What I think we can conclude is that the polygonal style of tower was well suited to Perpendicular Gothic architecture.
The rectangular tower continues to be used
because it is convenient for residential use and
is easier and quicker to build. In the North its
comprehensive application, even by a future
King like Richard, Duke of Gloucester at Penrith (1470s) and Carlisle in Cumberland, must,
I believe, be stylistic. We should not think they
are not as aesthetic as southern towers. The
great rectangular towers at a castle like Brancepeth (1390s), with their clasping square turrets, equally display the Perpendicular style. I
have no convincing theory why northern towers do not use the polygonal style but I reject
the view it is because the area was more backward or conservative. Any review of the building works of the great northern mason John
Lewyn would invalidate such a stance.
The polygonal style is, nevertheless, the Royal
style and, with the exception of the North, that
of the country. By the 15th century its application includes the monarchy down to the local
gentry e.g. Nottingham Castle’s great tower to
Gainsborough Hall’s solar tower in Lincolnshire. This continues to be seen in the early
16th century such as at Hampton Court in
Middlesex and Thornbury (c. 1512-20) (fig.
11), and onwards into the mid 16th century.
Finally we should note, in all these structures,
that the polygonal form was just one element of
a series of attributes to enhance the splendour of
these late-medieval buildings. These might include finials, turrets, brick moulding, fine tracery, chimneys, diaper effects, gun ports and
machicolations. They were built as statements of
power and a mark of the success of their owners.
Charles Hollwey
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Fig. 11. Thornbury Castle. The octagonal Lord’s Tower.
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Appendix 1
East Anglia: Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Norfolk, Peterborough (Soke) &
Suffolk
Midlands and the Marches: Bedfordshire,
Cheshire, Derbyshire, Herefordshire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire Northamptonshire, Rutland, Shropshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire
& Worcestershire
North: Cumberland, Durham, Lancashire,
Northumberland, Westmorland & Yorkshire
South East: Berkshire, Buckinghamshire,
Hampshire, Isle of Wight, Kent, London, Middlesex, Oxfordshire, Surrey & Sussex
South West: Cornwall, Devon, Dorset,
Gloucestershire, Somerset & Wiltshire
Wales: Breconshire, Carmarthenshire, Ceredigion, Denbighshire, Glamorgan, Gwent, Gwynedd, Montgomeryshire & Pembrokeshire
Appendix 2
International tower comparisons for the
late medieval period
Starting across the border in Scotland, it can
argued that the dominant form in the 14th and
15th century was rectangular particularly arising from the influence of David’s Tower at
Edinburgh (after 1367). However there are a
number of castles with circular mural towers
such as at Tantallon. Early artillery defences
are often circular such as at Threave and
Ravenscraig. Into the 16th century, as Charles
McKean has argued in The Scottish Château,
The Country House of Renaissance Scotland,
2004, during the Marian period there was a
strong French influence leading to the adoption of round towers and turrets.
In France you can think in the 14th century of
the round towers at Pierrefonds and the square
wall towers at Vincennes with its Donjon with
Round Turrets. In the 15th century, there are
round towers at castles such as Langeais, Le
Plessis Bourre and at Rambures; the latter
supposedly designed to protect against cannon.
In the early 16th century there are many flam-

boyant circular styled chateau towers such as
at Chambord and the entrance tower at Angers.
There are a few polygonal towers. At Saissic,
near Carcassonne, there is an early 14th century donjon which is hexagonal to the field and
there is the peculiar shaped donjon at Bonaguil
from the late 15th century, which is loosely
prow shaped.
In Italy, there are a range of rectangular urban
palace castles such as Mantua, Verona, Ferrara
and Rimini which, with their rectangular form,
have a striking resemblance to the Northern
castle palaces. Other castles have circular features and many of the early attempts to defend
against cannon are round towers such as at
Senigallia and Tivolia. On the other hand, late
in our period of study, there are the polygonal
towers added to the Castello St Angelo in
Rome and the hexagonal projection around the
Donjon at Ostia.
In Spain the circular form appears to be dominant
throughout the period such as at Segovia, Beliver, Penafiel, Belmonte and the late La Calahorra.
An exception is the 15th century Coca where
corner octagonal mural towers are used.
Further afield, in the Eastern Mediterranean,
much of the 14th and 15th century work of the
Venetians, Turks and Knights of St John appear to be circular e.g. Rhodes and Roumeli
Hissar on the Bosphorus. Whilst what I have
seen of the Teutonic Knights work in Poland is
mainly in a rectangular form e.g. Malbork
normally felt to be influenced by Monastic
buildings.
Appendix 3
A list of the properties where one or more
polygonal towers were recorded or are extant.
Listed by Region (see Appendix 1) and by
County.
Appendix 4
See Excel file: Polyanalysis: please email
hollweychas@aol.com to request a copy of the
file. This is a detailed analysis of the individual
mural towers, great towers and gatehouses within
each property, square, round and polygonal.
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East Anglia

Leicestershire

Buckden

Cambridgeshire

Leicester

Leicestershire

Chesterton Tower

Cambridgeshire

Bolingbroke

Lincolnshire

Cambridgeshire

Gainsborough

Kirby Muxloe

Essex

Lincoln

Lincolnshire

Faulkbourne Hall

Essex

Lincoln Bishps Pal.

Lincolnshire

Hedingham

Essex

Tattershall

Lincolnshire

Thornton

Lincolnshire

Woodhall

Lincolnshire

Fortheringhay

Northamptonshire

Rockingham

Northamptonshire

Titchmarsh

Northamptonshire

Kirtling
Beaulieu aka New Hall

Nether Hall

Essex

Rye House

Essex

St Johns, Colchester

Essex

St Osyths Priory

Essex

Hertford

Hertfordshire

Hodsock Priory

Nottinghamshire

Hunsdon House

Hertfordshire

Newark

Nottinghamshire

Rickmansworth, The More

Hertfordshire

Nottingham

Nottinghamshire

East Barsham Manor

Norfolk

Lydington

Rutland

Dilham

Norfolk

Ludlow

Shropshire

Fincham Hall

Norfolk

Oswestry

Shropshire

Framlingham

Norfolk

Caverswall

Staffordshire

Hales Hall

Norfolk

Eccleshall

Staffordshire

Mannington Hall

Norfolk

Himley Hall

Staffordshire

Middleton Towers

Norfolk

Kingsbury

Staffordshire

Norfolk

Litchfield

Staffordshire

Pentney Priory

Norfolk

Stafford

Staffordshire

Bungay

Suffolk

Compton Wynyates

Warwickshire

Bury St Edmunds

Suffolk

Coughton Court

Warwickshire

Gedding Hall

Suffolk

Kenilworth

Warwickshire

Giffords Hall

Suffolk

Maxstoke

Warwickshire

Warwick

Warwickshire

Weoley

Warwickshire

Oxborough Hall

Hadleigh Deanry

Suffolk

Hengrave

Suffolk

Mettingham

Suffolk

Orford

Suffolk

West Stow Hall

Suffolk

Wingfield

Suffolk

Midlands & the Welsh Marches

The North
Scaleby

Cumberland

Barnard

Durham

Durham

Durham

Raby

Durham

Bradley Old Hall

Lancashire

Lancaster

Lancashire

Ampthill

Bedfordshire

Someries

Bedfordshire

Alnwick

Northumberland

Halton

Cheshire

Berwick

Northumberland

Barton Blount Hall

Derbyshire

Bothal

Northumberland

Caldwell

Derbyshire

Harbottle

Northumberland

Horston

Derbyshire

Mitford

Northumberland

Melbourne

Derbyshire

Norham

Northumberland

Repton Priory

Derbyshire

Wark on Tweed

Northumberland

Bronsil

Herefordshire

Warkworth

Northunberland

Richards Castle

Herefordshire

Brough

Westmorland

Wigmore

Herefordshire

Hull, Suffolk Palace

Yorkshire

Wilton

Herefordshire

Knaresborough

Yorkshire

Bradgate

Leicestershire

Pontefract

Yorkshire
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Sandal

Yorkshire

Scarborough

Yorkshire

Temple Hirst

Yorkshire

Tickhill

Yorkshire

Upsall

Yorkshire

Watton Priory

Yorkshire

Wressle

Yorkshire

South East
Sonning Bishops Palace
Windsor

Berkshire
Berkshire

Ashley Green Grove Farm

Bucks

Odiham

Hampshire

Warblington

Hampshire

Carisbrooke

Isle of Wight

Worsley's Tower

Isle of Wight

Canterbury Precient

Kent

South West
Fowey Place House

Cornwall

Berry Pomeroy

Devon

Devils Point Plymouth

Devon

Gommerock

Devon

Torre Abbey

Devon

Chideock

Dorset

Christchurch

Dorset

Corfe

Dorset

Rufus

Dorset

Almondsbury

Gloucestershire

Thornbury

Gloucestershire

Wells Bishps Palace

Somerset

Wells Precinct

Somerset

West Bower

Somerset
Somerset
Wiltshire

Chilham

Kent

Montacute Priory

Dover

Kent

Wardour

Greenwich Palace

Kent

Lullingstone

Kent

Otford Palace

Kent

Shurland

Kent

St Augustines Abbey

Kent

Wickham

Kent

Baynards Castle

London

Bridewell Palace

Wales
Brecon

Breconshire

Carreg Cennan

Carmarthenshire

Kidwelly

Carmarthenshire

Newcastle Emlyn

Carmarthenshire

London

Denbigh

Denbighshire

London Tower of

London

Dyserth

Denbighshire

Westminster Palace

London

Caerphilly

Glamorgan

Bromley Hall

Middlessex

Hampton Court

Middlessex

Cardiff

Glamorgan

Ewenny Priory

Glamorgan

Boarstall Tower

Oxfordshire

Greys Court

Oxfordshire

Llanblethian

Glamorgan

Hanwell

Oxfordshire

Llandaff

Glamorgan

Oxford

Oxfordshire

Weobley

Glamorgan

Rycote

Oxfordshire

Caldicot

Gwent

Esher

Surrey

Newport

Gwent

Farnham

Surrey
Pencoed

Gwent

Richmond aka Sheen

Surrey

Sutton Place

Surrey

Raglan

Gwent

Battle Abbey

Sussex

Beaumaris

Gwynedd

Cowdray

Sussex

Caernarfon

Gwynedd

Halnaker

Sussex

Carew

Pembrokeshire

Herstmonceux

Sussex

Llawhaden

Pembrokeshire

Lewes

Sussex

Sedgwick

Sussex

Newport

Pembrokeshire

Wiston

Pembrokeshire

Cefnllys

Radnorshire

Wilmington Priory

Sussex
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